Photobiomodulation and Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy on Hair Growth: Case Report
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ABSTRACT

Androgenetic alopecia is a hereditary condition form of hair loss in both men and women. Among the established treatments of alopecia, the treatment based on pharmaceuticals drugs and laser, both with well-established satisfactory results, stand out. The association of light (laser and/or LED) to conventional Cosmetic Procedures in the Treatment of Alopecia optimizes the results minimizing the need for the association of usual pharmaceutical drugs such as finasteride, dutasteride, and minoxidil that presents considerable side effects. Here we presented two case report using light (laser and/or LED) on alopecia treatment associated or not with professional photocosmetic products on the clinical procedure. In agreement with the results, the application of light to alopecia treatment optimizes the growing hair; but association of light with photocosmetic products, cosmetics that absorb light through its chromophores on its composition, optimize the results decreasing the number of professional growing hair treatment sessions. The photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy using photocosmetic can be useful since that increases the light absorption by hair and hair follicles; decreasing the hair loss and acting on hair reconstruction.

INTRODUCTION

Androgenetic alopecia is a hereditary condition form of hair loss in both men and women in which disruption of proper androgen signaling results in decreased proliferation of follicle epithelia and progressive miniaturization of terminal hairs on the scalp. Among the established treatments of alopecia, the treatment based on pharmaceuticals drugs and laser, both with well-established satisfactory results, stand out. The association of light (laser and/or LED) to conventional Cosmetic Procedures in the Treatment of Alopecia optimizes the results minimizing needs for association of usual pharmaceutical drugs such as finasteride, dutasteride, and minoxidil that presents considerable side effects. Here we presented some case studies using light (laser and/or LED) on alopecia treatment associated or not with professional photocosmetic products on the clinical procedure [1].

The absorption and penetration of light into the biological tissue are dependent on the wavelength and the chromophores in the tissue, able to absorb this light and then induce important photochemical processes in the cellular metabolism [2]. The androgenetic alopecia treatment using laser and/or LED are well grounded in the...

PDT is based on light interaction with a photosensitizer or photoactive or endogenous photoactive, that absorbs light; and by photophysical and photochemical reaction transfers energy to oxygen on tissue; producing reactive oxygen species responsible for inflammatory response capable to stimulate the healing process on tissue (neocolagenesis stimulation) [5,6,10-12].

Cosmetic technologies that potentiate and or optimize the interaction of light in the skin are current novelties in the cosmetic market. Photoactivated cosmetics or Photocosmetic are cosmetics products that contain photoactive or photosensitizer, with chromophore groups, which shows absorption bands in the electromagnetic spectrum region from the visible to the near-infrared [10].

In this context, the application of the Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy aims to optimize the absorption of light on different skin and hair layers in the presence of photoactive, which absorb light at different wavelengths. In this sense, the inclusion of photoactive in cosmetic formulations aims to optimize light treatment. Knowing that the red light application in the alopecia treatment aims to promote the supply of oxygen and nutrients in the hair follicle, we can suggest for treatment photoactive that absorb light in the red wavelength (630-660nm), as methylene blue and Aminolevulinic Acid (ALA) and its derivative Methyl Aminolevulinate (M-ALA) as precursors of Protoporphyrin IX (PPIX) [3,13,14].

Also, the blue light application activates the keratin of hair strand and the scalp increasing the water retention favoring the hydration and strengthening of the hair strand in the hair bulb. In addition, the blue light acts in the microbiological control of fungi and bacteria as well as diminishes the hyperplasia of the sebaceous gland diminishing the grease of the scalp [2,6]. In this case, we can suggest for treatment photoactive as Curcumin and Aminolevulinic Acid (ALA) and its derivative Methyl Aminolevulinate (M-ALA) that absorb light in the blue wavelength (450-470nm). When talking about induction of a pro-inflammatory mechanism in the treatment of alopecia, we should consider the importance of dosimetry on photodynamic cosmetic therapy protocols. There is an irradiation dose threshold in the photobiomodulation that separates the mechanisms responsible for the photo stimulus, as well as mechanisms of photoinhibition that is directly related to
the generation of oxygen free radical species in excess, increasing the hair fall by destruction of the follicle and capillary grayishness (reduction of melanin as well as melanocyte cell destruction). In a deal the literature elevated light doses on hair scalp can destroy the follicle on bulge [15,16].

The photocosmetics products present chromophores photostable on its formulations capable to induce photophysical and photochemical mechanism to promote photobiological effects on the tissue [17-19]. The microneedling application on previously on once time a month procedure using photoactive and laser aim to optimize the penetration of actives on bulge area of the hair follicle, promoting hair growth increasing the effectivity on alopecia treatment (RODRIGUES et al., 2014). The purpose of this study is showing that laser and/or LED light application can be useful on alopecia androgenetic treatment.

The association with Photocosmetic improves the results of hair treatment. It is possible to perform the Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy on androgenic alopecia using red and blue light (laser and LEDs devices) in the presence of photoscometrics, which present photoactive that absorbs light in determined wavelength, improve the photodynamic reaction responsible by photodynamic efficacy on growth hair.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Case presentation

Equipment

The laser and LED light treatment was done using commercial equipment called Venus (MMOptics - São Carlos-Brazil). The equipment shows red laser light on 630nm and blue LED light on 450nm. Also presents amber LED light and infrared laser light. In (Figure 1) the irradiation procedure can be observed.

Figure 1: Androgenetic Alopecia treatment on the hair scalp (A,B) and on hair application using an acrylic comb coupled to the laser and LEDs system. The equipment used on study is called Venus (MMOptics – São Carlos- Brazil).
**Professional cosmetic product**

The commercial cosmetic product (photocosmetic) called Photoactive (Dr. Peel - Araras - Brasil) containing in its composition curcumin (0.5-1.5%) and methylene blue (0.05-1%) as chromophores that absorbs blue and red light respectively. Also shows cosmetic actives as caffeine, adenosine, growth factors and others that stimulates the vascularization (improves nutrition to hair follicle), angiogenesis and also decrease the levels of reactive oxygen species. This product is used on professional alopecia treatment protocols as we can see on (Figure 3); using blue LED light with the light irradiation dose of 5J/cm² and red laser light with the irradiation dose of 10J/cm².

In the first case study, the treatment was performed on 15 weekly sessions during 120 days and in the second case study with 5 monthly sessions during the same time (120 days).

**Volunteers**

The case report for androgenic alopecia was carried with two male volunteer with 34 years old, healthy (without any concomitant disease), skin phototype III, with androgenic alopecia, characterized by elevated hair loss (Figure 2 and 3) and with over gray hair (Figure 2). The volunteers were clarified about the study and read and signed the informed consent, authorizing the accomplishment of the procedures. The patient reports years of problems with many tries with conventional therapy without satisfactory results.

For both case report treatment the laser and LED light device called Venus (MMOptics - São Carlos-Brazil) was used. The volunteer one (Figure 2) was submitted to Photobiomodulation Therapy sessions using laser and LEDs on fifteen weekly sessions and in the second case the volunteer two (Figure 3) was submitted to Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy sessions using laser and LEDs in the presence of one commercial cosmetic (photocosmetic) called Photoactive (Dr. Peel - Araras - São Paulo) with five monthly sessions. In both androgenic alopecia studies, the microneedling application was done previously on the procedure, once time a month on sessions aims to optimize the penetration of actives (tonic photoactivated “photoactive” or the same tonic not photoactivated(without curcumin and methylene blue as chromophores) and to stimulating the wound welling on bulge area of the hair follicle, promoting hair growth increasing the effectivity on alopecia treatment.

**Cosmetic products home care**

In both cases the volunteers applied frequently a tonic hair on home care daily, containing cosmetic actives that controlled the inflammation (antioxidants and soothing), which modulates the oil secretion and dihydroxytestosterone - DHT enzyme increased and also stimulates the angiogenesis increasing the number of vessels responsible by greater nutrition and oxygenation on hair-follicle as: caffeine, growth factor, capixyl, adenosine, capilia longa, prodizia.

In this study, the comparisons between professional Photobiomodulation Therapy and Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy treatment was performed by visual image evaluations on androgenetic alopecia treatment after 30, 60 and 120 days as observed on (Figure 2 and 3).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In (Figure 1) we observed the Androgenetic Alopecia treatment using red Laser and blue LED light. On the study carried out in (Figure 2) on Androgenetic Alopecia treatment were applied using Blue LED light with the light irradiation dose of 5J/cm² and red laser light with the light irradiation dose of 10J/cm² on fifteen weekly sessions. Cosmetic products were applied to home care during treatment time. The cosmetic product (capillary tonic) used on home care, containing cosmetic actives that control the inflammation (antioxidants and soothing), that modulates the dihydrotestosterone – DHT and stimulates the angiogenesis (increasing the number of vessels) responsible for greater nutrition and oxygenation on scalp hair. In agreement with the results, the Photobiomodulation Therapy using red and blue light improves the alopecia treatment as well as decrease the gray hair.

In the (Figure 3) we observed the study of Androgenetic Alopecia treatment using Blue LED light with light irradiation dose of 5J/cm² and red laser light associated with one photocosmetic product (Photoactive - Dr. Peel) on five monthly sessions. In agreement with the results on (Figure 2) and (Figure 3) is possible to conclude that the laser and LED treatment has an influence on growth hair and on decreasing on gray hair as we can observe on (Figure 2). The influence of red laser light on
hair growth is known however the association with blue LED light is until now is not known. In the case, the blue led light promotes a microbiological control, oil control and acts increasing the hydration on follicle since that normalized the keratinization process on hair scalp. Then, the association of red laser and blue LED light application on treatment has to influence on decreasing of hair loss.

In the first case on (Figure 2), the treatment can be defined as Photobiomodulation therapy where the treatment sessions are performed only in the presence of light (laser and LEDs). As we can see the growth hair and decrease of gray hair happen from weekly sessions number eight (after 60 days). At the final session (session fifteen) is possible to observe the differences on hair in amount, color (now black), on strength and structuring of strand hair.

On (Figure 3) the association of photocosmetics on treatment now defined as Photodynamic cosmetic Therapy are performed using previously photocosmetics on hair scalp (around ten minutes) before the light irradiation using laser and LEDs devices. The growth hair can be observed from monthly sessions number three (after 60 days). After 120 days the differences in hair amount can be evaluated. Comparing the results on (Figure 2) and (Figure 3) it is possible to suggest that the presence of photocosmetics, responsible by light absorption increased, the alopecia treatment was optimized. Photocosmetics products are cosmetic products that present photoactive as curcumin and methylene blue that absorb light in specific wavelengths increasing the absorption of light by skin and hair but also cosmetic ingredients important on alopecia treatment. The presence of photocosmetics products on professional alopecia treatment (Photodynamic cosmetic therapy on alopecia treatment) decreases the number of treatment sessions and the interval between them. In the first case study, the treatment was performed on 15 weekly sessions during 120 days and in the second case study with 5 monthly sessions during the same time (120 days). The results found to prove that the presence of photocosmetics products decreases around three folds the session’s number. Also in both case, the cosmetic products were used in home care.

Figure 2: Photobiomodulation Therapy on Androgenetic Alopecia using Blue LED light with irradiation dose of 5J/cm² and RED laser light with light irradiation dose of 10J/cm² using the equipment called Venus (MMOptics - São Carlos - Brasil) on 15 weekly sessions. The microneedling application was done previously on procedure, once a month on sessions, using photo actives and laser aims to optimizing the penetration of actives on bulge area of hair follicle. A) Picture on Initial session, B) Picture on session number 4 (after 30 days), C) Picture on session number 8 (after 60 days) and D) Picture after session number 15 (after 120 days). Source: Own Author.
CONCLUSION

The results obtained in the present study suggest that Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy using photocosmetic products associated to laser and LEDs devices is effective on alopecia treatment. The results found by Photobiomodulation Therapy also is effective however the Photodynamic Cosmetic Therapy optimizing the light absorption by skin and scalp hair decreasing the number of sessions of treatment optimizing the alopecia treatment. The cases reported here are important to understanding the benefits of light on hair growth and decreasing of gray hair.
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